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THE OBSCURANTIST DESIGN IN SAINT AUGUSTINE'S RHETORIC 

Rhetorical theory and practice in the ancient world embraced princinles 

supporting both directness and subtlety in speech composition. The stylistic 

"virtue' of aptness tended to mediate the seeming conflict betteer other virtues of 

clarity and elaboration, and to confirm a "lend of exnonitor+ and obscurantist 

rhetoric. The classical mind's liberality --as illustrated by classical allot.ances 

for rhetorical obscurantism—poser a nerticularly knotty nroblem in assessinp 

homiletic develonrent during the fourth-century debate over the Christianization of 

raran rhetoric. How could Christian exemplars of a classically liberal education, 

for exarrle; advocate intentionally obscure style in exnressinr Christian dorna? 

"torc snecifically, an accurate assessment of Faint Aueustine's dace in the history 

of rhetoric should include annraisal of his stance on the utility of obscurantism in 

Christian nreachina. 

Classical perspectives   on obscurantism stressed a rational. situatfonal.ly 

determined orrosition to simnlistic notions of clarity. Augustine`s homiletic 

nersrectives included a rationale for Christian obscurantism as a rrotective device 

for the body of faith. Augustine also argued for ad1ustr+en.ts in the simnle clarity 

of doctrinal exposition based on•needs nresem ted by the audience and situation. 

Aupustine carefully planned each of his sermons and postponed sermonizing if he had 

not `thought it out beforehand (sermo ?.?5.1) . liven his extensive traír.inv and 

conscious nrenaration the accidental occurrence of classically annroved methods 

for ohscurir.r rhetoric seems unlihel.v. Augustine designed his nonular sermons for 

the transrission of relatively small bits of donna at any one tine. The unlearned 

maio:ity of his congregations "ere exposed to restricted exnositions of doctrine 

which the nishon of Hippo could reneat and illustrate thoroughly. The relative com-

plexity of !lugustine's rhetoric insured exhaustive exnlanations of the faith rhile 

retaining the interest and admiration of more ronhísticated listeners vho r••ould 

annrecíate Aurustine's disnlau of e;.e?ant style. The correlation of his rodels for 
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Christian preaching with classical pagan rhetoric, even with such a compromising 

principle es obscurantism, does not derogate Augustine's accomplishments. Rather,

the comparisor is f.latterinr and places Aup•istine's homiletic feats in a context of 

the most highly erudite perspectives on public communication available at the time. 

This essay examines Augustine's obscurantist nreferences in popular preaching 

(as distinguished from his episcopal instructions to other clergy) toward specifying 

one of the'classical influences on Christian rhetorical strategy. In Section I, the 

essay compares Aupustine's theoretical Approval of homiletic obscurantism with 

allied. classical perspectives by (a) outlining the summary of classical obscurantist 

theory provided by three Hellenistic rhetoricians, and (b) surveying Augustinian 

tracts intimately related to his rhetorical theory. In Section II, the essay then 

illustrates classically approved methods of obscurantist diction, composition, and 

brevity in .".ugustine's homiletic models for the major liturgical feasts of Western 

Christianity. The Conclusion addresses the critical advantages of recognizing an 

obscurantist 'compromise" in early Christian rhetoric. 

I. Obscurantist Theory 

An examination of Augustine's theoretical regard for obscurantism necessarily 

begins with his recognition of the 'very great fecundity" in scriptural obscurity: 

the fertility of these texts could be appreciated only with 'useful and healthy 

labor.' 1 "ost of the labor involved accurate analysis and understanding of the 

verbal signs in scriptural language.2 Because ancient Fucharistic celebrations for 

catechumens (adult students of Christianity) ended with the homily (an explanation 

of the liturgical readings from scripture). the preacher's transmission of biblical 

Truth represented a vital and difficult task. The neo-Platonic psychology of 

Plotinus (A.D. 205-269/70), in which Augustine found encouragement for "the connec-

tion between the visa le and the unvisible, between an inexpressible inner world 

and its meaningful articulation in the outside world,"3 enhanced Augustine's regard 



for obscurantism: "[W]hat Plotinus had struggled to convey to a select classroom in 

Rome, the Christians of Hippo and Carthage could hear any Sunday in the sermons of 

Augustine.i4 

Augustine's obscurantism drew nourishment from his extensive training' in 

rhetoric. In Books Tvo through Five of his Confessions, Augustine related his 

liberal arts education at Tagaste, "adaura, and Carthage. Ile also related his 

professional accomplishments as a reader of rhetoric at Carthage, Rome, and "clan. 

Augustine turned to Christianity in 336 and devoted his professional skills to a 

Church confronting theological attacks from "anichaeans, Pelagians, Priscillianists. 

and Donatists. Since heretics often applied strictly logical arguments to the 

rejection of Christian dogma, many churchmen considered resorting to a narrow fide-

ism and rejecting any finely polished intellectualism altogether in fending off the 

heretical assaults. Jerone's sentiment that "it is better to have a lust 

unlearnedness than an evil wisdom" summarized the most conservative Christian view-

point, even though Jerome himself seemed to feel more ambivalently toward the 

issue.5 Far from rejecting sophisticated rhetoric and pagan traditions of learning 

outright--a caution evident in his tactful avoidance of 'scornful invective" while 

debating Pornhyry's tract Against the Christians6 --Augustine rejected apologetics 

which did not blend Christian faith and pagan learning. Outler paraphrases 

Auoustine's favored maxim, credo ut intellic'am ("I believe to understand") "If 

faith is nrimary, then the nuest for understanding becomes a legitimate 

enterprise. . . . Thus, pagan literature, philosophy, and history can be trans-

valued and conserved, provided only that the r abandon every claim to ultinacy."7 

Augustine transvalued and conserved pa^an norms of rhetoric vhich had been 

canonized in Ronan rhetorical education since the second-century reigns of Hadrian 

and the Antonine emperors. roe rhetorical commentaries of three creek critics, 

Demetrius, Pionysius of :'alicarnassus, and Longinus, summarized several centuries 



of develorrnents in stylistic nor;is.S The consensus of the three critics--expressed 

by Dionysius in On Literary Composition. on Lysias, On Demosthenes, on Thucvdides, 

Letter to Porpeius, and Second. Letter to Arn eeus, and by Longinus in On the Sublime--

presumed the rational and erotionel utility of obscurantist rhetoric especially when 

applied to four situations commonly recognized by rhetoricians from Aristotle to 

Ouintilian: (a) obscurity nay he needed to pain the audience's admiration for one's 

style. (b) obscurity may corrensate for flows in the content of one's message. 

(c)obscurity ray minimize serious Distal:es in ac'artinv to specific audiences 

(d)obscurity.may elicit an audience's sympathy by affectinv emotion.9 

Throughout his ministry Augustine composed several tracts which together 

illuminate the Fishor of Hippo`s perspective on obscurantism in teaching and preach- 

11 inr: De napistro (c. 389)," De libero arbitrio (covrleted by 305), ne 

catechinard.is rudibus (c. 400),12 De trinitate (c. 410),13 and De doctrina chrísti.ana 

(completed by 427).14 Aúpustine viewed rhetorical obscurantism as inevitable as 

well as rationally and emotionally useful. Since 'human speech is confined 

within.. . . narrow limits r'hen we vish to express the ineffable' (Trin. 7. 1. 2) , 

less than exact Words occasionally become useful so that men ''may speak in some way 

about that which t'e cannot fully express in an" way- ('grin. 7. 4. 7) . 'Those who po 

astray in the investigation" of profound truths rust be forgiven (Trin. 2. preface). 

especially because 'words merely stipulate a nan to learn rather than fully reveal-

inv truths C_ar. 14. 49. Aupustine also perceived divine spproval of rhetorical 

models in 'obscure and difficult' scrirtural texts (Trin. 15. !'. 1F) • such rhetoric 

offered ''enticements, as it were, for children (Trin. 1. 1. 2). Scriptural style 

supeested a "eneral precept to Augustine: I an convinced that this entire matter 

vas ordained by God to reduce men's pride throuc'h work ant to humble our own minds 

which usually disdain that which they have learned easily (poet. Christ. 2. f). 

Augustine founded the rrecert Loth on his theory of sins--(T]he more a thinp is 
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knoc'n, but not fully knorn, the more the nine desires to knor the rest' 

(Trin. 10. 1. 2)--and on his concert of free ill--'[S]o long as a man Prefers to 

pursue rhatever is easier for his wea'.'ened condition to endure, the more he is 

encompassed in darkness' (Lib. Arb. 2. 16. 43). Often repeating St. Paul's sentiment 

in his First Letter to the Corinthians that 'I see nor throuch a mirror in an 

obscure manner,' Augustine emphasized that revelations and beliefs were at least 

partially efficacious because the reason. behind then rere hidden (roct. Christ. 2 

2. 7• Lib. Arb. 1. 2. 5). The obscurantism of biblical authors, for exar+nle, 

executed a divine plan 'to benefit our intellects- and to 'lead us from this wicked 

world to a holy one. ("roct. Christ. 4.6). 

Aupustine recognized an immediate homiletic advantage in Christian 

obscurantism related to apolos+etics. ?.s demonstrated in his use of 'obscurity' to 

repel heretics' sorhistry° (Trin. 5. 6. 7), Augustine suggested that rhetorical 

form might nartially conceal the rreacIter's ressape for Purposes of doctrinal 

nreservation and protection. Augustine exiounded at lenpth the perversity of 

'flesh' (Doct. Christ. 1. passim). re explained with equal care that his chief air 

in writing on catechetics was 'to bring it about that one may take pleasure in 

catechizinr' (Catech. Pud. 2. 4). Preachin', after all, seeks to accomodate ears 

of flesh' and, although the preacher attaches sounds to his thoughts in order to 

penetrate men s ears, the thouri,t is not chanced to the sane sound and 'does not 

suffer any deterioration' (noct. Christ. 1. 13). rhetorical obscurantism, a pagan 

device, Preserves and protects doctrine chile still arpealinm to perversely human 

ears. The preacher ray iustifiahly render truth more discernible, though not any 

clearer (Trin. 11. 1. 1) ty castinm his vores in the usual way of things that con-

front our gaze" (Lit. Prh. 2. 11. 3n). Augustine compared the protective arts of 

nreachers with those of nh 'sicians . indicatinv that the rhetorical form a nreacher 



rives to truth compares favorably with the beauty' which may accompany 'the 

utility of a skillfully applied bandage (^oct. Christ. 1. 14). 

Aupustine specified several reasons for obscurantism which relat? closely to 

the classical consensus on ant situations for such rhetoric. 

(a) The ancients felt that obscurantist devices mipht elicit admiration for 

one's style. Aupustine nreached in an ertemporaneous manner and consciously used 

stylistic devices "to deli^•ht the ear of an illiterate audience."15 AuPustine con-

sidered that points of doctrine mipht Pive pleasure if the preacher concentrated on 

the manner in which they are treated" (Doct. Christ. 4. 1n). Pnalyzinr obscurantism 

in biblical prophecies, Aupustine concluder; that the more points of doctrine could be 

concealed stylistically then the more delightful they become when explained' (Doct. 

Christ. 4. 7). Admirable style did not recuire formal recognition by the unlearned 

audience of the preacher's carefully planned devices, hoewever• such recognition 

Would be 'very difficult and quite unusual (Trin. 15. P. 15). 

(b)The ancients agreed that obscurity micht compensate for deficiencies in 

the content of messages. Augustine nreached to citizens of a sophisticated empire 

to which Christianity was peripheral'. 'Aron' such men, the all-demanding message 

of Augustine merely suffered the fate of a riser flowing into a complex system of 

írripation.'.16 Au^ustine keenly perceived the potential deficiencies in homiletic 

instructions--'that they merely intimate that we should look for realities 

(14ao. il. 36)--but stressed that men should 'rejoice' if they but apprehend truth 

'in Part, or through a mirror, or in an o!scurs manner" (Trin. G. 10. 12). Augustine 

argued that the preacher's u e of obscurantist devices would 'sharpen the desire for 

truth' (Catech. "ud. 9. 13), as yell as exercise and . . . polish the mind 

(Poet. Christ. 4. "). 

(c)Classical theorists observed thet obscurity was useful fnr avoidinP 

mistakes in addressing a specific audience. The Pishon of rippo's 'enormous power' 
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over conrrepations, ''to provoke then to identify themselves comnletelv with 

himself,' rested on his success at intimately understanding the audiences who stood 

nearby his cathedral throne.17 'tvlistic adaptation to differing audiences took 

precedence in Christian instruction! ''It is useful if many men, differing in style 

but not in faith, write nano hooks even on the same tofiics, in order that the subject 

itself rey reach as many people as possible, to sore in one tray, to others in a dif-

ferent way" ("rin. 1. 3. 5). Augustine believed that obscurantist devices plight 

"shake off the torpor- of certain audiences (ratech. ^ud. P. 13). In addition, 

well-planned oLfuscation could 'spur on the zeal" of the faithful wile it could 

conceal the meaning.' from wicked auditors who rightly should be excluded from 

reli"ious initiation (Post. Christ. 4. r). 

(d) The ancients agreed that obscurity could he especially helrful in 

eliciting the svrnathy of audiences. Au"ustine exnlaired scrinture to African 

audiences who shared, in general, 'a raronue love of subtlety' and, in particular, 

"his otm excitement at unravelling a difficult text.'1° Christian obscurantism 

included tactical devices "to meal: dot_m aversion to the rosrel (Post. Christ. 

4. 1) and !`upustine commended those excretes who used 'a style of more sonorous and 

neatly-turned expression' to Pair, a sympathetíc hearing for Christian dogma (Catech. 

cud. 1'. 12). In the best Christian instruction, 'the suggestive force of the 

sneaher's words' invited a sympathetic. participatory response from the listener 

(",ao. 14. 45) . 

H. Ohscurantist Practice 

Augustine allied himself theoreticall" with the classical tradition of 

rationally Planned, situationally determined obocurity by defending such rhetoric 

on the grounds of divine aprroval, scriptural models, and salutary effects on 

Christian instruction. Augustine's hor.il.etic practice, in which he typically 
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explained "the theological, philosophical, philological, historical, and 

sociological implications of the subject in hand," included a necessary "blurring of 

the logical sequence of thought."19 Augustine executed his episcopal privilege of 

20 preaching frequently, often delivering two or more sermons on a single day.

Sermons on the litur'ical seasons comprised one major division of Augustine's 

preaching, which also included sermons on the scriptures, on the saints, and on : 

selected dogmatic and moral questions. For the purposes of this essay, Augustine's 

preaching on the Western Church's major celebrations of Christmas, Easter, and 

Pentecost illustrates the unieuely precise directions on obscurantist diction, com-

position, and brevity cortributed by Demetrius, r'ionysius of Palicarnassus, and 

Loneinus.21 

Diction 

The Creek critics prescribed diction that indicated a rhetor's desire for the 

unusual distinction produced by using trones such as metonymy and nerirhrasis, 

metaphor and allegory. The use of metonymy (an interchange of synonyms) and 

periphrasis (a substitution of phrases for single words) amplified one's diction 

beyond common standards of simplicity. The use of metaphor and allegory dignified 

one's expression, while often allowing for greater accuracy than did merely 'plain' 

diction. 

Augustine stressed the preacher's need for the type of amplification and 

repetition secured through through the use of metynomy and periphrasis. ''A manifold 

diversity of expression' is required to secure understanding (Doct. Christ. 4. 10). 

The teachings of heretics can be refuted more easily in proportion to "the more out-

lets that are open for avoiding their snares" (Trin. 1. 12. 31). Catechetical duties 

especially demand that the speaker "dwell. on imnortant points (Catech. Rud. 3. 5)' 

in the case of 'sloc•'er minds," the preacher must employ a greater number of 
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illustrative words (Catech. Bud. 9. 13). Augustine also believed that "only hidden 

meanings, rare and difficult mores, and elaborate circumlocutions' could prevent 

.22 more highly cultured audiences from losing interest in religious speechralcinp

Aueustine nade typical use of metonymy in dwelling on the 'gift" of Christ's 

nativity as a "benefit, 'inducement', and 'token" (115.33).23 In sermonizing on 

Easter, Augustine rendered the "Devil" synonymously with the Enemy' (224. 2). For 

the feast of Pentecost, ''nerbers" of the Church are synonymous 'iith sprouts of 

unity" and 'sons of peace" (271). Augustine used nerirhrasis tvnicelly in identify-

inp the incarnated Christ "as one of the offsprinp of. David' (136. 3). Baptized 

Christians are amply identified as 'reborn in Christ Jesus' (224. 1). The solemn 

liturgy of Pentecost is elaborated as a solemn conprepation, solemn reading; and 

solemn sermon' (26C. 1). 4 thorough catalogue of Augustine's nonular homiletic style 

cites his ''extensive" use of metonymy and other redundant devices in 530 nlaces,24 

and cites his ''generous' use of periphrasis and other means of circumlocution in 

25 24`3 laces.

Augustine insisted on the ideal exevete's mastery of metaphor and allegory 

(^oct. Christ. 3. 2e). P lthouoh "no analog, drac•n from visible things to illustrate 

an invisible reality can be nade to fit perfectly (Lib. Arh. 2. 11. 32), Aupustine 

believed that carefully planned figures could indicate the 'abstract pattern of 

philosophical significance beneath the cvrholic configuration. 26 Simultaneously 

exnlaininp and illustratlnp the function of fipurative diction, Âuvustine observedt 

'Put eating and learnin are similar in certain trays--the very food c:ithout vhich it 

is impossible to survive must be flavored 'because of people's taste' (foct. Christ. 

4. 11).27 Aupustine presured that preachers vould study alleporical forn to solve 

the '"ipantic puzzle of revealed truths.2A As an added exigency, a surprising 

number of potential converts were highly educacec! in rhetoric and often required 
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"the unraveling of sore allegory" to supplement plainer and less stimulating 

treatments of doctrine (noct. Christ. 9. 13). 

Augustine's metaphorical treatment of Christ-made-man as "the Bread", 'the 

Fountain', and several additional images pushed merely literal diction into a drab 

background (1nl. 1). The figurative assessment of the "Spirit of nod" as 'drink and 

light' underscored Aupustine's metaphorical vision of raster (225. 4). Augustine 

delivered a figurative view of the Pentecostal event by assigning the roles of eyes 

ears, tongue. hands, and feet to the ''members' of the Church (268. 2). Augustine's 

allegory of the Nativity, in which 'Truth' rouses man from his slumber and saves him 

from being lost (139. 2), the allegorical treatment of the Christian who puts off 

his personal reform, as the 'crow" which never returned to Noah's ark (224. 4), and 

the depiction of the original Apostles as 'the new wineskins" into which the Spirit 

poured new wine on Pentecost (267. 1) tactically blended instruction urith 

entertainment. The full catalogue of Augustine's popular preaching cites a 'liberal' 

use of 1243 metaphors and allegories." 

Composition

The classical critics prescribed composition which produced a seemingly 

sporcaneously shuffled flow of words through the use of schemes such as hyperbaton 

and parenthesis. The use of hynerbaton (an inverted order of words) and parenthesis 

(an interruption of sentence order with explanatory remarks) added authenticity to 

one's expression by simulating the sincere, impassioned orator's typical disregard 

for correct grammatical seouence. The critics seemed willing to sanction a nossibly 

torturous style for the theoretically elegant effect of inverted secuences. 

Augustine's regard for inverted grammatical devices complemented his concert 

of how man discovered knowledge. Augustine analvled 'the act of discovery' philol-

ogically and determined that concepts which the human mind grasos spontaneously are 



merely known, not discovered: "The reason is, because we da not set out in search 

of them in order to come into them" (Trin. 10. 7. 10). True discovery and subse-

quent true expression "is something of our own mind which we cast this way and that 

by a kind of revolving motion, according as we think now of this and now of. that' 

(Trin. 15. 15. 25). The ancients considered schemes of inversion and interruption 

to be genuine and natural devices: Augustine explained that the listener "is not 

oppressed with slavery" to the preacher's artifice as long as the figurative style 

was sufficiently obvious (Duct. Christ. 3. 9). 

Augustine delivered an animated, typically inverted exhortation on the 

Nativity: "TMThat human reason does not oraap faith lays hold on; and where human 

reason fails faith succeeds" (190. 2). The hyperbaton comparing newly baptized and 

matured Christians--"in them has been effected for the first time what ought to be 

strengthened in you" (228. 1)--exemplifies stylistic 'shuffling". Augustine 

described the miracle of Pentecost, when "in the tongues of all men one man was 

speaking" (268. 1), with equal elegance. The occurences of hyperbaton throughout 

Augustine's popular preaching are "so numerous' as to indicate a stylistic norm 

30 rather than an exception. Augustine's narehthetical command to rejoice on 

Christmas, 'because, not the visible sun, Fut the invisible Creator of the sun hes 

consecrated this day on which the virgin., a true but inviolate mother" bore the e_ 

Saviour(1R6. 1), effected a rather limber cadence. The question, "fo" is so great 

a Cod, God with ' od, the Word of God through whom all things were made, how is He

shut up in a womb' (.^25. 2) , overflo',s pith parentheses. Augustine used 

parenthetical style to explain God's motive ("because He wished it then to be a sign 

of His presence") (260. 1) in empowering the Apostles to speak in tongues on

Pentecost. Far fror being an isolated tactic, "177 instances of parentheses 

constitute a fairly large stylistic element in the sermons." 
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Previt” 

The classical critics' directions on brevity seened to counter the basically 

Peripatetic search for a -mean" in rhetoric. The critics agreed that obscurity 

could be derived from either slightly too much expression or too little, that is, 

Whatever lenpth of discourse would oppose regularity or sheer adequacy. The clas-

sical consensus suppested'that a rhetor might mollify his argument or generally 

modify his messaee by saying a hit more or less than absolutely necessary. 

Analyzing Aupustine's practical alliance with the classical consensus on 

obscurantist brevity remains difficult because of the subjectivity involved. l'ow-

ever, as the ancients agreed that obscurantism could he penerated from sliphtiv.too 

much terseness or prolixity, so Aupustine recommended that catechumens be 

instructed both 'briefly and impressively' in the faith (Catech. pud. 5. 9). The 

conjunction of concise and impressive rhetoric in Aupustine's recommendation 

indicates his concern that an undue emphasis on brevity, without recopnizinp the 

length inherent to amnlification, '•ould hamper the preacher's efforts. Perhaps 

Aupustine's prayer for personal deliverance from a 'multitude of words (Trin. 15. 

2". 51) should be interpreted as rather affected especially considering his 

exhortation on points of doctrine elsewhere! 'Mlle more often we repeat and dis-

cuss then, then, of course, the knorledpe of them vill becJme familiar to us' 

(Trin. 3. preface). The many examnles of metonymy, periphrasis, and other circum-

locutions in '•upustine's sermons seen counterbalanced by equally frequent instances 

of economical metaphors and brief. exnlanator" parentheses. A lthouch his contemno-

raries apparently desired consistently longer sermons from the Bishop of Hippo than 

he vas accustomed to deliver,32 Aupustine's sense of length was evieentl,! influenced 

by the same rational design and situational constraints which dictated his choices 

ir. diction and co:'nosition. 



Conclusion 

Scholars generally agree on Augustine's "thousand years" of intellectual 

influence.33 Murphy traces the medieval debt to Augustine in ninth through four-

teenth-century treatises on the art of preaching.34 Outler remarks that Augustine 

"has played a major role in every intellectual renaissance in the rest since the 

35 time of Charlemagne." Arnold summarizes Augustine's influence by stating that 

"the standards of speech which Cicero set in oratory ant: which Augustine set in 

Latin preaching were the rhetorical models of Europe for a thousand years after 

their own time."36 Disagreement continues, however, about Augustine's role in the 

early Christian debate over the uses of pagan rhetorical theory. Recent essays by 

Leff and Timis refer to the basic issue of whether Augustine's rhetoric implied a 

rejection of Second Sophistic tendencies37 --as Sullivan and Baldwin have 

suggested38 --or whether Augustine's theoretical and practical preferences 

indicated his approval of a Christian classicism--as both Murphy and Outler 

suggest." 

The congruence of classical perspectives on obscurantism and Augustine's 

theory and practice of preaching suggests one specific basis for accepting a 

"compromised" Christian classicism. Ameringer's study of Saint John Chrysostom's 

preaching posits 'a compromise between Hellenism and Christianity" in early 

homiletics740 Campbell's analysis of Saint Basil's style reinforces the concept of 

41 a Christian compromise with classical rhetoric in'the East. As Fllaperriann 

concludes1 "Not only was rhetoric a help in overcoming objections to the faith, 

but it was a positive aid in nakinp the truth more attractive.i42 A specific 

analysis of the obscurantist design in• Saint Augustine's rhetoric leads to the con-

clusion that Augustine's personal "compromise" can be interpreted partially from 

his explicit debt to particular developments in classical grammar. Following the 
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recommendation for such a critical uerscective by Marrou,43 this essay concludes 

that pratanatical artifacts accurately identify Augustine's vital rhetorical 

concerns. The consciously articulated, frequently anvlied obscurantism in his 

rhetoric identifies Auqustine's concern for a tactical union of orthodox religious 

invention iwth classical elocution. The union anticirated nroblecna in adantinp 

"glad tidincs" to diverse audiences Which Included partisans, students, and critics 

of Christianity. 
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